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 Four Free Ladies made up one sixth of the RSM contingent on a Danube holiday aboard AMA CERTO sailing 
from Budapest to Bucharest. L to R, Marie Croxon/Freeman; Pat Last/Robinson; Jean Colston;  and Ann Naylor. 
 The trip took in Belgrade, lots of Balkan history, a couple of thunderstorms, excellent food and companion-
ship. All in all a great trip.  River cruising involves no possibility of sea sickness, five star accommodation and being 
on dry land for most days. Our only day of non-stop sailing was through the Iron Gates gorge with a couple of im-
pressive locks made in beautiful sunshine. There are plenty of scars from the vicious conflicts of the past, but also 
evidence that everyone is trying to make the future work.  Many of our guides had been children during the Bal-
kan wars and told us their stories, and to us oldies from the UK, it was not very different from our experiences in 
WWII.  
 We plan the next trip via Amsterdam and the Tulip fields in April.  
       Anyone interested?? Pat. 
 

A note from Tanya at the Royal Free Association. 
The RFA Triennial Dinner will be held at Burgh House, Hampstead on 
Wednesday 14th November 2018. Black Tie.  Final details will be included in 
the RFA Newsletter  2018.  http://www.burghhouse.org.uk   
   - Please put the date in your diary! 

http://www.burghhouse.org.uk/


Marie (Freeman) Croxson tells us: 

 I enjoyed being on the AMA cruise for the first couple of days but then unfortunately I developed a si-

nus infection with resulting ear pain and deafness; this spoilt the fun a bit.    I am getting along alright in my 

flat in Harpenden, but I am now completely blind.    I have been having a problem with bumping into things so 

they are coming to talk to me about the possibility of having a guide dog.    I have had some reservations 

about this but I am keeping an open mind.       It is a great help to me to have my grandson, Chris, living in the 

flat next door; he does my shopping for me.    I have been taking part in the activities of the “University of the 

Third Age” and enjoy the lectures.   Unfortunately most of the lectures nowadays are accompanied by slides 

which I cannot see, however I enjoy the meetings and did give a talk myself on the experience of being blind.  

Interestingly no one knew I was blind until I gave that talk!   

Editors note:   Marie cannot manage e-mail now but would enjoy talking on the phone to any classmates;  

     her number is    01582 760 159 

Amy (Glover) Tremayne-Smith writes: 
 Michael and I have become more or less re-domiciled in England in the course of the last two years. It 
was great to be able to enjoy the succession of the four seasons of England again after being away for the last 
thirty years. 
 Michael is well after a series of set backs over six years. Hopefully he is going to celebrate his ninetieth 
birthday with the family next year. We all enjoy getting together. 
 We travelled back to Zululand for three weeks in March to try and sort out things which need to be 
dealt with after living on and off in South Africa for around fifty years. Internet technology is a huge blessing 
and allows us to maintain contact with many friends in that country at a reasonable cost. It is a huge advance 
on maintaining our contact with friends in England when we left in 1961! 
 I am maintaining contact with the work which our group has been trying to set up to support the HIV 
orphans in Nongoma. In the context of all the difficulties in South Africa that have to be faced and sorted out, 
we are hoping to work together to help communities who want to set up their own life management system 
ideas, which will support early childhood development, home based health care, the development of appropri-
ate agriculture, and the skills training for young people who want to support agreed community action. 
 At the moment I am having an interesting time under the guidance of a London University group of 
Practitioners involved in research to overcome effects of the onset of rheumatoid arthritis. I do not know what 
the outcome will be, but will let you know of anything interesting. 
 
     Every good wish to all our readers. Amy 
 

Lilianna (Jampel) Melzak  writes 

 Hi,  As you see I am still alive!   Have had some interesting holidays abroad, attending literature cours-

es in London . 

 No complaints.  

   Best wishes to all R.F.H. colleagues,    Lilianna. 



Paddy (Anderson) Blackwell writes: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 I haven't any ' adventures 'to relate as we pretty well stay at home .   Only thing to report is a 
lunchtime meeting at a pub on the A1 with Pat ,Ruth Tucker Marie, & me after my daughter drove me there 
& back .       
 I must say I am really impressed by the initiative ,energy &  competence of the trio .   I think it must 
be to do with living in the challenging conditions around London which must keep everyone with all their 
wits to survive at all  
   Regards, Paddy 

Short Notes received: 

I am still around although not in the best of health.     Best wishes,  Eva Kohner 
 
OK and around!       Davnet  (Barker) Fenton. 

Ruth Frank writes: 

Just to let you know I'm still around!  
 Another year has passed quietly on this small rock in the English Channel as yet unaffected by the 
posturing of two madmen, one in the USA and the other in North Korea.      We have had  some stormy 
weather and lots of rain, but nothing to compare to hurricane Irma et al. 
 Then there is Brexit looming!     I hear that some religious sect has forecast that the world will end 
tomorrow, Sept 26th, but you will have received this mail by then. 
 In spite of all this doom and gloom I feel cheerful and happy that some of my grey cells are still 
functioning. 
   I look forward to hearing from everyone.   Best wishes     Ruth 



Barbara (Simcock) Truscoe writes: 
 I'm in Budapest at the moment just ending a 2 
week river cruise and going on to Prague on Thursday 
for 3 days before flying home. I've been having a lot of 
trouble sending emails so have been a little incommuni-
cado. I hope this gets to you.  It's been a most inter-
esting trip with my younger daughter Victoria and two 
old friends. While we were in London we had the pleas-
ure of a visit to Eva Kohner, who seemed to be in excel-
lent health and her mind as sharp as ever. 

It was quite an experience travelling through all the 
locks along the Rhine and the Danube and we had 
many excursions along the way in Germany and Aus-
tria.  We were lucky with the weather and only had 

one wet day in Cologne.  The shopping was marvellous 
and I don't know how I'll get my suitcase to close!! 

 I feel really lucky to be here as we have had 
a serious epidemic of flu in Australia and I copped it 
in August and developed pneumonia within 3 days, 
which wasn't much fun. 
     Best regards to you all, 
         Barbara  

 



Janet (Mather) Guenault writes:  Springtime in Boho. 
 
 Yes I’m still here and yes I’m OK.      If it was autumn here this is my ornamental 
pistachio doing its colourful best 
 

                                         
 
 
 I have avoided chilblains and frostbite but we have not had such frosts in the 25 years I have lived 
here full time. Minus 6 was the coldest and we had 3 or 4 days when the water and pump would not work 
till mid morning so no shower and had to  break ice on a water butt to flush the toilet. 
 
 No exciting trips this year as most of my family have sons doing their year 12 exams in November so 
are supposed to be studying. 
 
 I do feel my age now as my eldest has retired! It does change family dynamics. He enjoys exploring 
the hills near here so I may see him a bit more often. He may have time to help me to improve my IT skills! 
Photography too. 
 
 So, lets keep on keeping on. Until next time. 
     Cheers, Janet. 
 



Ingrid (McGovern) Booth sent us a poem about old age! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 This is me, with grandson and friend at daughter in law's 50th birthday party (theme the 60s) .    I think 
of merry go round and bicycle.   My new car, a Suburu Forester, nice and smooth and quiet after the 11 yr old 
one given to a daughter. Number plate, YCL 95 Z 
 Get on the bike.  Eanie, meanie, minie, mo. Is that my ear drops? Or the spectacle cleanser?   Do you 
take a half, or quarter pill?   Was that for blood pressure? Or what I call my happy pill?   Betaloc; keeps me so 
much calmer than I used to be.   In my daughters I can see, the old me; snapping, exasperated, at husband and 
kids. Now where have I got to?  Concentrate, or focus, that's the in-word.  Is my brain, going to mush?   Just 
use the bit you've got, to see you through the day.   Don't look beyond.  
 But do look up old recipes; in food stained book. You may not use them, but, they often have dates or 
comments.  These make you laugh or grin, in embarrassment.   That one, I dropped on the floor, “Chocolate 
Cecilienne”--delicious.  I even scooped it up; the guests never knew.  
 Now, where was I?   How do you ever get anything done, with all these bye-ways and deviations? Not 
much.    I am still standing, walking (slowly), doing armchair yoga; phoning friends and family, talking, writing.   
What did you say? I can't hear very well. Haven't put my hearing aids in.    First the battery, tiny, like a wheel, 
or a pill.   Don't swallow the battery.   Do NOT EAT the battery.  
        OH NO!     Ingrid     

Keith Madgwick writes 
 I am still alive and surprisingly well, even if the hinges could do with a little oiling.   I 
and  my second wife, of 30 years, live in a comfortable roomy condo, read, eat, talk and 
watch too much TV. It seems too many of our contemporaries have passed away, but we 
make new friends. 
 I appreciate your keeping in touch.  
    With good wishes, Keith Madgwick 
 



Mary (Bevan-Thomas) Bolt writes: 
 I am still here !   Plodding on. Age 83.   Just can't believe it, certainly I doesn't feel like it. I still talk of 
those other ' old ladies'. 
 I replied to say that Helen Williams died earlier this year in May. She had had several small strokes 
and was in a home near her son in Epsom. 
 I am OK.  But have had  2 cancers !    An early breast cancer 6 years ago and a uterine one 15 months 
ago.    Again hopefully early, I was sent to the super centre as the MRI scan was ??   But it was only an adhe-
sion.!       I am doing OK now.  
 I can still get round 18 holes of golf  providing it is not too hot, not too hilly and I start quite early in 
the day. 
 We no longer have a boat but David is into old cars !  So we go on some trips with the car 
groups.   Been to Scotland and the Loire region of France this year.    To day my David is at the Goodwood 
Revival Meeting, having played Revival golf this morning. (Not me ) 
 Hope every one else is doing well, best wishes to you and all of the '58/'59  class 
 
     Mary  

Interesting Historical Notes concerning RFH and RFHSM. 
 You editor recently came across some historical materials which you may find interesting: 
 
 Materials dating back over 200 years relating to the RFH and the RFHSM were relocated from a 
site in Hampstead to the London Metropolitan Archives in Northampton Road, Clerkenwell in 2014.     This 
should provide for easier access to these records, which include many interesting photos. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      Anatomy Lecture Theatre RFHSM                                         A group of students 1886. 
 
 An interesting account of the development of the Renal Unit at the Royal Free written by Mr John 

Hopewell (Who married Natalie Bogden in our class) may be found at http://www.renhist.co.uk/rfh.html 

 The Royal Free was at the forefront in 1959/60 with the development of a renal dialysis/ renal 

transplantation unit.    A notable first was the use of 6 mercapto-purine (6MP) for immunosuppression 

after a living donor non sibling transplant in 1960.    6MP had been investigated in animal studies by Roy 

Calne who was a surgical registrar at the hospital in 1958. 

Newsletter continues on next page………... 



Alec Hasenson writes: 
 "This has generally been a glorious summer, so we decided to make the most of it whenever possi-
ble, even though we are now somewhat limited in what we can or can't do these days.   Still, what with our 
kids and grandkids, we get lots of help, particularly as three of our four kids live quite near us, the fourth be-
ing rather farther away in Ontario, Canada, with husband and two boys.   This is where the net is such a 
blessing.   It enables you to keep in touch so easily. 

  Pat and I no longer travel vast distances 
these days, but consider ourselves fortu-
nate that there are so many fascinating 
places to visit in this country.   Some 
weeks ago we deided that this was the 
right time to visit Chichester, a Cathedral 
City in West Sussex.   The place is of his-
torical interest, quite important in Roman 
times, as the Fishbourne Palace illus-
trates.   As for modern day attractions, 
the Festival Theatre takes some 
beating.   Opened in 1962, it is most im-
pressive on all counts.   It had a particular 
interest for us the day we visited, as the 
leading lady in the musical “Fiddler on the 
Roof", Tracy Ann Oberman, is family re-
lated by marriage.    She did us all proud 
playing Golde, Tevye’s wife, the audience 
no less so.   As for the inner man (or 
woman) the theatre is blessed with 
some three restaurants, each doing a 
roaring trade, probably all theatre-goers, 
a large number being brought from quite 

a distance away by coach.    
 In fact the theatre was 
packed when we arrived, so 
much so, that we only got our 
own theatre tickets courtesy 
of a little help from our 'Star'. 
 



 Alec continues: 
 By way of a change a few days later, we 
were back on a train.   It was not exactly 
an International Express linking Eu-
rope's major cities, but a short out-of-
the-way 3 miles long narrow gauge 
ride serving what was once a busy in-
dustrial quarry line, now all tidied-up 
for tourist travel with Page's Park, a 
modern station in the southern part of 
Leighton Buzzard, as well as a large en-
gine shed holding a number of industri-
al steam engines.  Once running in fairly 
clear country-side, the trains now run 
partly through a modern housing estate 
of all places, to the terminus at the oth-
er end, appropriately termed Stone-
hedge Works.   A good lunch afterwards 
back at Pages Park, and we felt that it 
really had been an interesting day.     
Best wishes, Alec. 

E-Mail message received from Nigel Williams 
Dear David, 

 Dr Helen Bower, who as Helen Williams was my mother, died on 24th May 2017. She was very glad 

to receive your updates of Royal Free news even after she lost most of the power to contribute or respond. 

Her email address will carry on working for some time but you may wish to drop her name off the circulation 

list.   I'm sending round details of the funeral, after notifying those she was in closest contact with. 

   Yours sincerely,  Nigel. 



    David Steward writes: 
 Old age has very few compensations, but occasionally we experience really pleasant episodes that take 

us back over the years and remind us of good times past.    I had one such very pleasant experience this year.   

In May, my wife and I took a transatlantic cruise from Florida to Europe and north to the Norwegian Fjords.      

The first port of call, Bermuda, however turned out to be the most memorable! 

 Before leaving I had told my good friend, Graham, a retired paediatric surgeon in Vancouver, of our 

plans.  I was instructed; “If you are going to Bermuda you must look up my old medical school friend Gordon.   

He has been a GP in Bermuda since the 1960’s but I have never been able to meet up again with him and have 

rather lost touch”.     I could not find a telephone number for Gordon in the on-line telephone directory, but I 

did find an office address in the Bermuda medical directory.     The office was located very near to where I 

knew our ship would be docked in Hamilton. 

 On arrival we had an early morning ferry ride around the bay to occupy some time and then we headed 

for this office address which turned out to house several physicians and surgeons.    I introduced myself to the 

receptionist as a friend of a friend of Gordon.    As receptionists frequently are, she was a bit guarded “Gordon 

does not come in any more”.    However, I finally persuaded her to look up Gordon in her office directory and 

call him to tell him a friend of Graham’s was asking after him.     That did it; Gordon was down at the office in 

his car within 20 minutes, and asking us back to his house for morning coffee.  (The receptionist obviously did 

not know that Gordon still owned the building.)   He is older than Graham or I, almost ninety, but he very skill-

fully handled his little car on the crowded narrow Bermuda roads.     We arrived at his beautiful house across 

the sound from Hamilton with a view across the water to the city. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hitching up my Bermuda Shorts as I talk to Gordon in the Garden  

 During coffee on the terrace he told us of his 57 years in general practice and obstetrics on the islands.    

He had some wonderful tales to tell of managing interesting conditions with relatively basic facilities.    He had 

met many fascinating people who visited the islands, either as patients or as part of his extensive social con-

nections.   Names like Noel Coward came up.   Bermuda has a relatively small resident population and every-

one tends to know everyone.    This brings me to some personal recollections I was able to share with Gordon. 



 

 Back in the early 1980’s I was retained by the British Medical Defence Union to act as an expert wit-

ness for a case in Bermuda.   The case involved an infant who had done very badly during an anaesthetic 

for pyloromyotomy.    As any settlement could be very expensive, and as Bermuda is mid Atlantic, the MDU 

had secured two “experts”, G Jackson-Rees from Liverpool and myself from Toronto.  We ended up spend-

ing several weeks on the islands; the case proceeded very, very slowly.   A principal reason for this was that 

the judge, who arrived at court on a moped and exchanged his crash helmet for a wig, took all our evidence 

down himself in longhand.   We had to dictate slowly to him.   This despite the fact that there was a court 

reporter and a recording machine!    However we did not mind too much as we were staying at a very nice 

resort (Thank you MDU members).    Legal working hours are much more civilized than medical hours and 

we had plenty of time to enjoy our surroundings, Jack Rees, myself and a solicitor plus a barrister from UK.     

Of course, I knew nothing of Gordon during my time on the islands but he knew all of the principal players 

in our trial.    It was extremely interesting to hear his views on all these characters. 

 A real larger than life character was the lead representative of the local law firm, a senior partner; 

John Patton QC, GC.     John had distinguished himself during WWII by carrying an unexploded bomb out of 

the Vickers aircraft factory at Brooklands.    For this he was awarded the George Cross. (He did not speak of 

this, we found it out secondhand).   Bermudian by birth he lived in a large house which had been in the 

family for many, many years.    We all went there for dinner one night and were shown the old slave quar-

ters at the end of the garden.    All slaves in Bermuda were freed in 1834; the building had been renovated 

as an apartment for John’s daughter.   John was well known to Gordon; he had been one of his patients and 

also member of parliament; he was minister of works when the decision was made to dismantle the is-

land’s railway.    This decision was later questioned (Memories of Beeching!). 

 Gordon also knew the defendant anaesthetist well and I was relieved to hear that, having seen him 

at work while in his own obstetric practice, he thought highly of him.     Working on a case where a child 

comes to harm is difficult but we had to refute the accusations of negligence.  There were several compli-

cating factors in this case and it probably needed expertise and facilities that could not be expected there 

at that time.     

 Gordon knew the surgeon involved.    I was a little sensitive about him; he was also a member of 

parliament.   I remembered that during my testimony I stated that the surgeon had injected an unknown 

volume of local anesthetic.    I was somewhat alarmed when I saw the headline in the local paper the next 

day “Witness questions whether surgeon injected too much drug”.    Not what I had said at all!  However 

Gordon said he was a fine chap and I had never had any repercussions from this newspaper report!  

  All in all we had stayed in Bermuda for almost 2 months for the trial which ended with us 

losing the case.   However on reading the judgement it became clear to our legal team that the judge really 

had not understood any of our discussions; there was no jury involved.     The MDU appealed and we all 

had to go back for a retrial the next year.   We did not consider this much of an imposition.  

 A shorter trial and another judge heard the case and decided in our favour.     



 I had a wonderful time discussing all this with Gor-

don, then we went back to his experiences.    He presented 

me with a book he had written on his life as a GP in Bermu-

da.    This made fascinating reading as we made our way 

across the Atlantic. 

 Gordon is one of the many wonderful persons I have 

encountered over the years.   He drove us back into Hamil-

ton to have lunch at a pub “The Hog Penny*” ; our lunchtime 

haunt during the trials.    As a final surprise, when we re-

boarded our ship, we found he had driven yet again into 

Hamilton to deliver some British newspapers to our cabin.    This was a wonderful example of the way that 

physicians can get together and relate to one another with the slenderest of ties.    It has been a great priv-

ilege to be a member of the medical profession. 

 As for our legal team in Bermuda, we all became lifelong friends.   Jack Rees and I corresponded 

frequently and occasionally met.   I spoke to him just before his death, at which time he was helping me to 

write his biography for a chapter in a book entitled “Notable Names in Anaesthesia”.     Ian our UK barrister 

later became a high court judge, we remain friends and have visited back and forth.   He signed my latest 

UK passport renewal application, which I was sure would pass scrutiny at the passport office! 

 

*  Coins were introduced in Bermuda (Sommers Islands) around 1616, all carried a picture of a hog. 

Editorial at the End. 

 I thank all of those who took time and made the effort to contribute.    I am a little disappointed 

that we hear so little from some members of our class who are domiciled in UK.   Perhaps they are all con-

sumed by concerns about Brexit or the problems of the NHS.    If this is so we would love to hear about it.    

 I would delighted if one of our number would write an account of the NHS situation at present: how 

does it affect you?   What do you think?   What is the solution?   Or is the problem blown out of proportion 

by the BBC?      In a previous issue of the newsletter Suvendrini commented most favorably on the NHS.    

My only experience was about 18 yrs ago when I went to casualty dept. in Exeter with an asthma bout and 

was seen within 20 minutes by a medical registrar; but that was 18 yrs ago.   Is the system now completely 

overloaded?  

 When I spoke to Marie on the phone she made one very unexpected statement:   “I think part of 

the problem may be that the percentage of women getting into medical school is now too high; many of 

them do not work full time when they graduate”.    My response; “How could I possibly put that in a 

RFHSM newsletter!”    But I did ! 

 I invite any comments—but most of all, please contribute.   We are interested in how you are, what 

you are doing, and what opinions you have! 


